
The Value of the Kingdom  Matthew 13:44-46  April 7, 2013 

 

Introduction: 1.  Explaining the Kingdom of Heaven…and the theme of the two parables identified…The value of the Kingdom… 

 2.  Slight variations between the two parables… 

 3.  Jesus never soft-pedals the demands of the Kingdom…and the hard things involved in following Christ seem 

small in comparison to the value of the Kingdom… Romans 8:18; II Corinthians 4:17 

 

Lesson:  There is no advantage for preachers to feel a need to minimize the cost of following Christ…we must tell the truth as 

it is in Jesus…all those given to the Son by the Father will come, John 6:37; Psalm 110:3 

 

I. The Value of the Kingdom Explained… 

A. It requires a giving up of all else…  Mark 10:17-22 

1. True conversion carries with it repentance from sin… 

 

2. True converts begin from the heart to obey the commandments… 

 

B. Its value consists when one’s place in the Kingdom is compared to the alternative…  

 

Lesson:  The wise will consider their later end…they will thing about where they will spend eternity… 

 

C. Its value is discovered in the “glory of the King…” 

1. Fear of wrath is a valid motive for seeking the Lord… 

2. However many who tremble yet see no beauty in Christ… 

3. The true convert sees in Christ his everything… 

 

II. Understanding the Value of the Kingdom… 

A. “For joy thereof…” it is not merely dissatisfaction with the ways of the world… 

1. Sin is never satisfying…  see Isaiah 55:2 

 

2. The unconverted thing they know the answer… more sin… 

 

B. It is not merely a theoretical awareness… 

1. Some have a carry over awareness of the value of the Kingdom… 

 

2. Yet they have no heart to act upon even what they are aware is true… 

 

Application: 

 

III. Why Some Value the Kingdom while Others Don’t… 

A. The only explanation is the Sovereignty of God… Matthew 11:25-27  

 

B. Faith does not bring about the new birth… John 3:8 

 

Application: 


